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INTRODUCTION
 
 Love knows no limits, which is why we chose it as the theme for this 
book. It naturally includes everyone in our writing group. For some of  us, a craving 
for love drives our days and nights, and we pay a high price pursuing it. Love, for 
us, is not only fleeting but false. We name it as the source of  our pain. 
 Others, however, have experienced a pain so deep we’ve gained a new 
understanding of  love entirely. As one writer put it, “There’s no possible way that 
something that good can hurt you.” We call love an energy, knowing it can’t be 
caged. Where once it was merely word, we’ve learned it is actually a feeling, one 
enlivening our hearts, our bodies, our minds.
 The book you now hold contains a variety of  our understanding and 
experiences of  love. While reading it, we ask you to remember self-expression is 
many things, including an act of  courage, faith, and, yes, even love. We know you 
can’t give something away, if  you don’t have it to give. Knowing this, we give you 
our work. As one of  us expressed it:

  Sometimes a blank thought is all you need to start from the  
   beginning. Everyone can have a fresh start no matter if  you   
  think it’s right or wrong!!! Starting fresh is our right of  freedom!!!

––Ezequiel Contreras

––The writers and artists of  C-Pod

I





“The more you practice, the more you see your love growing and 
growing until there is no limit.”

––Thich Nhat Hanh How to Love





FAMILY
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Image by Fermin Ruiz (Chema)
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Two Birds with One Stone
By Tlaloc Zuniga

Two birds with one stone
Still can’t believe you both are gone
Remember the times being with you
Was my home away from home
Two birds with one stone
At times in my walk of  shame
You made me feel more strong
Two birds with one stone
Four your laughter and your love
Till this day I long
Two birds with one stone
Your guidance, love, and strength
I’ll always treasure
And in and through me
Will forever carry on
Two birds with one stone
Still can’t believe you are gone
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Go Home
By Chris Two Feathers

Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home
Go home Go home

Family  Family
Family  Family
Family  Family
Family  Family
Family  Family

Beer  Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer
Beer  Beer
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Simple Thoughts
By Ezequiel Conteras

 I was being reassured that everything was going to be fine 
with my children. A piece of  my mind set. I encouraged myself  that 
at least everyone is healthy. I wasn’t trying to understand anything but 
remain positive, and I was content with how I was feeling at just that 
moment. Even now, as I am writing this, the teacher’s gentle voice 
is reassuring me that the world if  full of  kind and happy people and 
just knowing that is a great feeling!
 My children, I’m coming soon! Worry no more, my babies!
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Going Home
By Chris Two Feathers

The thing I keep thinking about is getting out to see my family and 
spend the holidays with them and be free once again and never come 
back here again because I love life on the outside world and miss it so 
much.

The End

P.S. I want some coffee.
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ROMANCE

Image by Doc



How to Love
By Eric Watson

 Love is the beauty of  life. In order to love you must have 
a big heart. No man wants to be apart from the missing piece of  
his heart. In the heart of  every good man there are two parts: 
one, is the other, his wife’s. Her half  counter-balances his. It is a 
symbiotic relationship. When you find your soul mate, it becomes 
a perfect match. It doesn’t matter if  you’re apart; you’re always 
thinking of  each other. Even if  there’s space between you, the bond 
only becomes stronger. Just like magnets––opposites attract. Your 
differences make the connection stronger. True love is a rare thing. 
Today I have found it. Beauty is found on the inside. True beauty 
always shines through.
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Love is a Beautiful Thing
By Eric Watson

As the years pass by, all the things I have seen 
When I stop and look back, I can truly say
Love is a beautiful thing.
There is no force on Earth more wonderful
Just like a bed of  roses, there’s nothing more bountiful.
When someone leaves your heart crushed and broken
Not one word between you should be spoken
Only one thing has the ability to console
And that is true love to make your heart whole.
Nothing in the world could make me happier in this life
Than to have you by my side as my wife
You’re the only one to pluck my heart-string
It’s so profound to say, love is a beautiful thing
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The Girl I Love
By Francisco Catalan

 The girl I love most is Vanessa. I love her so much. I think I 
might marry her. She is the one for me. I just know it. She is loving, 
caring, and honest. I think of  her 24-7. She is always on my mind, 
and after we get married, we plan to have a baby, and it will be named 
Augustine Justin. I plan on living with her for the rest of  my life. We 
were meant for each other because I love her, and she loves me back. 
We love each other with all our hearts.
 Vanessa, I love you my baby.
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The One
by Tlaloc Zuniga

There was a woman that I once met
A woman like this I could never forget
Beauty like this you’ve never seen before
But her beauty within by far it was more
The most simple of  smile from her delicate face
Some how would brighten the darkest of  place
In her heart and soul the stars you could find
Even during the day in her eyes they would shine
The most beautiful flower just couldn’t compare
I remember so clearly as if  I was there
In all this world there’s one thing for sure
No other woman that I once knew
This most beautiful woman I still know as you
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Are We One or Are We None?
By Tlaloc Zuniga

Are we one or are we none?
That is the question
When it comes to love, no need for repress’n
At times it feels depress’n, at others a real bless’n
What I feel is meant to be
Is this fate or destiny?
What am I supposed to see?
What am I supposed to say?
Damn these crazy games we play
Yet I miss you in every way
To lay with you always made my day
All these feelings I’m confess’n
Are we one or are we none?
That is the question?
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Game of  Love
By Tlaloc Zuniga

Cause cheaters always lose
Losers never win
In this game called love
I wish I could have you back again

You were my lover, my friend, and everything in between
I wanted to be there for you and fulfill all your dreams
Those dreams turned to nightmares and everything got so dark
Cause I ripped your apart, broke your heart
and that was just the start
From the beginning to the end couldn’t even remain friends
Cause a fool like me had to cheat from the start until the very end

Cause cheaters always lose
Losers never win
In this game called love
I wish I could have you back again

Kiss me girl, kiss me like you mean it, kiss me like you miss me,
Kiss me like you feanin
Now am I dreamin or is this for real
Cause if  it’s not girl I just can’t deal
My emotions, and my love did I ever truly feel

What I feel is ill from all the things I’ve done
Like taking you for granted saying that you the one
Now are we done or are you still down
Cause for you Boo my life I’d straight out turn it around 
Cause livin without you wouldn’t be livin at all
I’m still on top, but losing you would be a major fall

Cause cheaters always lose
Losers never win
In this game called love
I wish I could have you back again
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Image by Juan Rodriguez
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For I am Not Alone
By Travis Naumann and Eric Watson

For I am not alone
These next words should be set in stone
For I knew from the start, that one day we would be apart
Now that our bond has only become stronger
I don’t want to be away from you any longer
For I feel it in my bones that your love is my true home
There is no force more powerful to compare
Than knowing the true love we both share
And taking time to grow
Will help us know the value of  the love we both show
If  you’re unable to understand, don’t worry
All you have to do is take my hand
For we both have shown, even if  we’re not together
We’re not alone
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Sure Thing
By Travis Naumann

Is your love in Question?
Certainly Not
I feel this is what your best in
For me you bring
Your love a sure thing
I do not doubt
What I feel you’re about
That it’s not all lust
True to my heart knowing you I can trust
Without you I’d be in a downward spiral
Be like Juliet when she downed that vial
This something I’d do with a smile
If  it meant to be with you I’d take
That extra mile
Your love I love to cling
For I know it’s a sure thing
If  the day comes you’re not around
I’ll be like Humpty Dumpty when
He hits the ground
Shattered and in pieces that No one
Can put together.
There is no way I can forget her,
For her love is instilled in my heart forever
Without that bond makes my heart sting
I need her back and that’s a sure thing.



Eight Letters, Three Words, One Meaning
By Travis Naumann 

Without you in my life leaves my heart fiending
For your true love I desire
It’s the only thing in the world I require
I can only hope that you feel the same
Cause without you all I feel is pain
With the absence of  you in my life
My entire body feels full of  strife
So to ease the hurt I have inside
I will put aside my foolish pride
Because I wish to make amends
So I can embrace you in my arms once again
So don’t get twisted, this much is true
831 means I love you

Image by Eric Watson
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In Need of  a Letter
By Travis Naumann

I want a letter from a friend. Is this me being selfish or is this me 
being needy? Either way, I hope it’s a female who will take the time to 
write me. For I am lacking female attention and wish to spit to them 
some of  this pent up game. I have a lot of  love to give, so I can’t wait 
until I can write anyone who gives a shit.

Image by Fermin Ruiz
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THE SPIRIT

Image by Alberto
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What’s Inside?
By Lenard Gene Morgan Jr. 

 In meditation I was touring through my life in a warped 
illusion of  myself, trying to get away from what’s not true about 
myself  and let what is true and that I’ve locked away like a boy who’s 
been scared and alone as if  I was a child learning all on its own 
scared, scared, scared, scared, looking for something to fill the hole or 
take my hand and show me the way out of  the place I’ve barricaded 
myself  into and open my eyes to what I’ve been craving my whole 
life, starving, drowning, sufferacation, pain, alone.
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Home & Incarceration
By Steven Marshall

At the bottom green warmth
Fall trees covering gardens
Roof  tops, grass home

Loneliness is sometimes home
Top   bottom  Loneliest I felt
In a long time, emptiness
Freedom incarceration

Image by Eric Watson
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Stress
By Eddie K.

This is kind of  cool.
I don’t know what this is all about.
It’s giving to know myself.

I’m so full of  stress. 
I wish it would go away so much stress
     stress
     stress
     stress

Go away please.
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Son of  Sun
By T.C. Lopez

I’m still dealing with my childhood. It was unfair. I remember praying 
to God and asking, “Why is this happening to me? What did I do 
wrong?” over and over. 

I picture my dad. I can’t get him out of  my mind. I see his eyes, and 
it’s not him. It’s not really him. That’s not my dad. I don’t know who 
that is. That is the devil.

I remember my bare feet slapping on the street as I ran in the night. 
I looked at the stars. They were twinkling, and this must be God, is 
what I thought. So I prayed as I ran for help.

Nothing!

Image by Salomon Ramirez Sanchez
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By Chris Two Feathers

I see my people––the Navajo
They look to be doing a spiritual
Dance around a circle and singing
Songs and being together with 
Love, which brings a lot of  
Power to the Native American

Image by Salomon Ramirez Sanchez (aka Chaparra )
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By Manimalz81/Randy Littleton

My mind’s a caged animal within a caged animal
Wants to crack my cranium like a cantaloupe
Wants to get free range like an antelope

But can I cope?
I hope
Without dope my sanity’s on the ropes

Beaten but never broke
The devil’s clever, but God is better as
He leads me through the smoke




